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Introduction 
Before we get started with our conversation about mapping cities with Campaign Cartographer 3 Plus 
(CC3+), I should probably introduce myself. My name is Jay Johnson and I go by Texas Jake on both the 
ProFantasy Forum and the Cartographers Guild Forum. I have always loved maps and history and I am a 
bit of a perfectionist by nature. You can see examples of my maps on the ProFantasy Forum. My map of 
the border outpost of Tarkas was one of the ProFantasy Blog’s Maps of the Month for October 2018. 
You can also view the current map I am working on of the City of Melekhir. It is a map of a city that 
covers over one square mile of land area (that’s massive, what was I thinking when I started such a 
ginormous project!). 
 
When I purchased CC3+ (to make a map for a series of books I am writing) and started down the road of 
mapping, I had no idea all I would discover—about the use of CC3+, about medieval cities and about the 
art of mapmaking. CC3+ opened up a whole new world of mapmaking to me. I started by doing some 
overland mapping (and was astonished by the quality of maps I could produce while still learning the 
basics of the program), but it wasn’t long before I ventured into the realm of city mapping. Mapping 
cities can be challenging, fun, sometimes frustrating, but in the end quite rewarding. I would like to take 
this opportunity to share some of what I have learned along the way. 
 
First, let me define what kind of cities we are talking about. The type of cities we will be discussing are 
fantasy cities based on those from medieval Europe. The kind that can be found in many of the fantasy 
stories we have read or viewed. The purpose of our conversation is to learn not only the use of CC3+ to 
make maps of cities, but also to learn about the art of making city maps. 
 
It could be argued that the art of mapmaking is more important to making good maps than the tools you 
use to accomplish it. I believe there is some truth to this argument. I would go on to say that a good 
mapmaker can make a good map whether he or she uses pen and paper, Photoshop, or CC3+. The more 
we understand about making a readable and believable map, the better map we will make regardless of 
the tools or medium we choose. Our objective is to make a map that effectively communicates to the 
viewer the information we desire to convey. If we fail to do this, everything else we do is pointless. We 
also want to make a believable map. To do this, we need to avoid pitfalls like using magic as an excuse to 
justify something that would be implausible in the real world. If we do deviate from the norm, there 
should be a good reason for doing so. We can make exceptions to reality, but they should be made for a 
reason, not as an excuse. Understand that the more exceptions we make, the less believable our map 
becomes. 
 
As we make this journey together, I am going to assume a few things, one of them is that you have the 
City Designer 3 (CD3) add-on. We will be making use of tools and elements from CD3 and since I bought 
the Top Three bundle when I got CC3+ (which includes CD3 and Dungeon Designer 3), I am less 
conscious of what tool came with which product. 
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Let’s Get Started 
Where to start? Now that is the question. Let’s start by determining what kind of city we want to map. 
You must think about the size of the city you plan to map and determine the size canvas you will need to 
map it on. If you are just starting on your journey as a mapmaker, this can be a hard question to answer 
accurately. I know that I have had to restart maps several times because I answered this question 
incorrectly. The problem of fantasy mapping is that we define what we are mapping and we create the 
data. If our conception of what we want is not entirely clear, we open the door for inaccurate 
conclusions to enter. So, take a little time and think about how big your city is going to be and then you 
may want to allow yourself just a bit more space than that. It is good to allow extra space so that the 
shape of your city is defined by design and not by the constraints of your canvas. How many times do 
fantasy cities end up square or rectangular because that is the boundaries of the canvas. Our cities 
should be defined by their terrain, not by our canvas. Do your research. Know as much as you 
reasonably can about your city before you start to draw it out. Understand, of course, you will learn 
more as you put it down on (digital) paper. Sometimes the discovery may amaze and surprise you. 
 

A resource that may help you is this site which has many historic city maps. 

 
If you are new to CC3+, get to know the software. You need to gain a bit of skill with your tools. One of 
the first things I did when I was new to CC3+ was watch the excellent videos by Joe Sweeney to get a 
handle on the software. You can find his videos here.  After watching some of his videos I would do 
some mapping with CC3+. When I had a question or encountered a problem I would go back for more or 
break out the manual. One of the best ways to learn is by doing (at least for me it is). Make a few 
practice maps to develop some familiarity with the product. I have heard complaints that CC3+ is hard to 
learn. There is a bit of a learning curve to it, but there is with any product. I promise you if you put in the 
effort to learn to use the software you will be rewarded—and you will get past the steep end of the 
learning curve faster than you may think if you are diligent. 
 

Another tremendous resource is the Tome of Ultimate Mapping by Remy Monsen. It 

is available from ProFantasy and is a wealth of knowledge. It also includes an 

excellent tutorial on mapping cities to help you learn the basics. 

 
Your city should have a reason for being. What resources are available: minerals, lumber, stone, etc.? 
There must be sources of food and water (unless, of course, your inhabitants are stone statues that do 
not eat or drink, but I think they are probably not). What about trade routes? Think about these things 
and their locations in relation to your city and what impact they have on it. 
 
After you have determined the size of your city and have achieved some degree of proficiency in the use 
of CC3+, you need to determine what CC3+ style you want to use for your city. Understand you can 
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borrow elements from other styles to supplement your choice. You can even create your own style if 
you care to. If you are unfamiliar with CC3+ city styles I would recommend making a small sample map 
with the styles you are considering to see which one will best suit your needs. 

Time to Make a Map 
Okay, now let’s get into my process for mapping cities 
(finally, you say). The first thing I do is define the 
terrain. If you’re mapping a city that is on an overland 
map, you can look to that map for information. 
Locate the hills, the mountains, and very importantly, 
the rivers. After you define the terrain, determine the 
location of the city on the terrain. 
 
The next thing I do is lay out the major roads. The 
roads that connect the cities to the rest of the world 
and resources and the roads that are the major 
arteries inside your city. This will give you a skeleton, 
so to speak, to work off of and flesh out. At this stage 
I determine where the main marketplace will be. If 
there is a castle or palace, this would be a good time 
to locate it. It will influence your roads and was 
probably there before, or near to the beginning of, 
the city. During this stage it is also good to consider 
what important structures, locations and features 
you want to include in your city—maybe an 
important temple, or a large arena where chariots 
race or gladiators fight. Now would be a good time to 
place them on the map. That way you make sure 
there is a place for them, and major sites like these 
will have a great influence on your road network. 
 
When you place buildings, you can put roads down first then add the buildings or you can add the 
buildings then place the roads. I have done it both ways and either will work. It is a matter of preference 
and, at different points in your mapping, one way may prove better for you than the other. 
 
Talking about buildings. If you look at historic maps and at old sections of cities that have survived from 
the medieval period, buildings tend to be built right up against each other. They are also right on the 
street, not set back as is common in the residential neighborhoods many of us are familiar with. This will 
be the preferred situation in our map. Because of this, the random street tool (which is great for laying 
down houses fast) will not be our preferred method of adding buildings. I also don’t use the premade 
buildings very often in my maps. I prefer to make my own using the House Builder Tool (which we will 
henceforth refer to as the HBT). This allows us to have much greater flexibility concerning the design of 
the buildings we are placing on our map. 
 
When I was early in the process of mapping out Melekhir, I struggled to come up with convincing-
looking buildings and building clusters. After several attempts (which I quickly deleted) I stumbled on an 
ingenious idea (okay, maybe ingenious is a bit much). I decided to bring up the city of Rothenburg od der 

An early version of Melekhir with rivers, market 
square and major roads. 



Tauber in Google Earth and copy some buildings. Why Rothenburg? Because I had visited the city a few 
times when I was living in Germany and I knew it was an authentic walled city that had maintained its 
medieval charm. I replicated a few buildings—they weren’t exact copies—but I liked the results. I copied 
a block of buildings and I really liked the results. Hey, this felt authentic (of course it felt authentic 
because it was authentic). I copied several more sections of the old city. And you know what? After this 
exercise in replication, I was able to create buildings and clusters of my own that felt authentic. I had 
acquired a feel for it. 

 

 
Let’s take a step back. Before I made this amazing discovery (okay, maybe amazing is a bit much also), I 
had used Google Earth to take measurements of streets and buildings and blocks of several historic 
cities. I recorded my findings and developed some standards to guide me in my mapping. 
 

Did you know Google Earth has a nifty measure tool that will measure distance in 

meters (and also feet for us backwards Americans).  

 
My measurements told me that main streets were usually between 16-18 meters (52-59 feet) wide, 
building face to building face. So, to keep it simple, I set my main streets at a width of fifty feet. Side 
streets were 6-8 meters (20-26 feet) wide, so I set my side streets at 20 or 25 feet wide. Alleys were as 
narrow as 4 meters (13 feet) so alleys would be approximately 12 feet wide. I also used my building 

Here is an image of Rothenburg od der Tauber. Here is an image of part of Melekhir’s Old Port 
District. Can you identify the areas I replicated? 



measurements as a guide to how big buildings should be. Based on the measurement of several 
marketplaces I determined my main marketplace would be approximately 100 feet by 300 feet. 
 

Grids 
One of the first things I do when setting up a map in CC3+ is create several square grids on their own 
sheets, but on a common layer. This way I can turn them on and off individually. For a city map, I create 
the following grids: 5 feet, 25 feet, 100 feet, 250 feet, and 1000 feet (if the map is very large like 
Melekhir). I set the transparency of these grids to 50% or less so I can see through them and make sure 
they are contrasting colors (so I can distinguish between them). If you make sure they are all on the 
same layer you can turn on and off whatever combination is active via layers. These grids prove very 
valuable in keeping everything scaled properly. That said, I often map with them off once I get a feel for 
scale. If you do this, be sure to zoom out every once in a while.  If you are working zoomed-in, things can 
get out of proportion to the rest of the map. I have stayed zoomed-in for extended periods of mapping 
only to zoom out and realize I have gotten dreadfully out of scale. That said, don’t be afraid to redo 
something that is off. If you fix it early it is usually a fairly simple and relatively painless operation (and 
you will be able to sleep at night knowing it is fixed).  
 


